The issues involving public health in Brazil have its history in the first half of the last century. We went through periods of military dictatorship with control over the Brazilian public health. The social movements have managed to change our social and political landscape, culminating with the creation of our health system. We currently offering an undergraduate degree in public health, training health workers who intend to integrate this healthcare system. One of the difficulties of the Brazilian Amazon is the geographic issue, with counties within 7 DAYS of distance in a boat trip. Which makes this normal teaching almost impossible. To resolve that, we created a degree course mediated by IPTV technology. This paper gives an report from the teachers in several functions within this format, which possibly will be very useful in places where geographical and financial barriers may prevent the dissemination of knowledge. With the lack (or total absence) of Public Health professionals in the middle of forest, this activity now represents radical strategy to increase the number of professionals with understanding of the amazonians problems. 4 years of simultaneous classes, 20h per week, to 18 counties with 530 students coordinated by 20 teachers. The main virtue of this experience is perhaps the resumption of the collaborative work of a multidisciplinary nature. This experience can rise a new way to evaluate the investments made in education in distant places. Although Is necessary to rethink some dynamic issues of the classroom to facilitate learning. One of the most common problem was the activities developed by the assistant professors (locally) and the lack of understanding of all the technological tools provided. As a practice, it provided a new way of organization and dissemination of content via new technologies bringing the counties together an increasing the quality of life and health promotion in these areas so distant from the capital.
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